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The Clever Mathematics Behind Wall Street Intrigue
The Money Formula: Dodgy Finance,
Pseudo Science, and How Mathematicians
Took Over the Market. By Paul Wilmott
and David Orrell. Wiley, Cornwall, UK,
June 2017. 264 pages. $34.95.
As with almost everything else, mathematics can be corrupted by big money. The
Money Formula: Dodgy Finance, Pseudo
Science, and How Mathematicians Took
Over the Market lays bare the mathematical
abuses behind the trillion-dollar swindles
in London and on Wall Street. These are
the false assumptions and claims used to
bait both investors and the public, the
“innovations” (mathematical models and
algorithms) that hide risk and shift it to consumers while pretending to do the opposite.
Meanwhile, greed, corruption, and regulatory capture—among other things—seem to
prevent beneficial reforms from occurring.
The lack of enforced ethical standards in
economics and finance is no accident, and
the possibility of even bigger financial
crashes and scandals looms in the future.
Paul Wilmott and David Orrell are
both respectable applied mathematicians,
authors, and critics; Wilmott is the consummate insider (or “quant”) while Orrell is
the outsider, having already tackled academic economics in his insightful book
Economyths. Their chatty dialogue explains
the key role of the Black-Scholes formula
in setting realistic prices for various kinds
of financial options, but also emphasizes
its limitations, so often ignored in practice.
The authors are astonished by the number of
quants who actually believe in the efficient
market hypothesis, but note how it excuses
all manner of selfish behavior; the extraordinary pay and bonuses don’t hurt.
Wilmott exposes a litany of “mathematical tricks for betting on the markets,” noting
that traditional quant concepts like modern
portfolio theory and value at risk tend to
“fail just when you need them most…when
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fiscal policy in general, and the government
as employer of last resort in particular. In
With Liberty and Dividends for All: How to
Save Our Middle Class When Jobs Don’t
Pay Enough, Peter Barnes demonstrates
universal ownership of wealth-generating
assets for the same purpose. In addition, the
Federal Reserve could be pouring money
directly into infrastructure public banks to
develop renewable energy, affordable housing, and public transit, instead of pumping
it into Wall Street to support speculation.
In essence, financial economics could
be facilitating the economy that we need,
rather than an economy of greed. While the
authors do hint at the possibility of monetary
reform, they mostly offer worthy (but familiar) prescriptions, such as breakup of big
banks, stronger regulation, a financial transaction tax, simplicity, and transparency. The
need for a political revolution to overcome
big money’s power to resist even the most
commonplace reforms is the unaddressed
problem. Strangely, Wilmott and Orrell
do not cite other insider critiques, such as
Yves Smith’s blog—“NakedCapitalism.
com”—or ECONned, her book focused on
the 2008 financial crash. Ultimately though,
The Money Formula does offer quantitative
types a much better understanding of what
we’re up against, and provides an opening
for some “beyond Wall Street” sequels.
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